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ABSTRACT  

The importance of globalization of marketing strategies is no doubt 

fraught with uncertainties and anxiety borne out of the determination 

of nations to overcome the obstacles and challenges of the future, 

particularly as we progress deep into the 21st century. The research 

work focused at the impact of globalization on marketing strategies. It 

is observed that developed nations find it easier to distribute their 

products around the globe which other countries could not. However, 

the research work is meant to provide and explain some of marketing 

strategies at global level and how such strategies could benefit other 

nations.The investigation was carried out with the use of questionnaire 

to gather information from the staffs of PZ PLC and Unilever PLC. The 

findings showed that globalization has no positive impact on equitable 

distribution of world resource. Also, it was revealed that marketing 

strategies at international level does not influence local market as a 

result of government protection. Though, globalization benefits 

developed economy to underdeveloped economy, both stand to benefit 

more at the long-run.  
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CHAPTER ONE  

INTRODUCTION  

  

1.0 BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY  

The match towards a global village has been marked by several events, the world’s view 

of some inventions and events have contributed greatly to globalization. Searching for 

equitable distribution of resources all over the globe has created tension among 

countries of the world.Countries that are blessed with human and natural resources enjoy 

and live in better environment to the less privileged nations.  The search by firms to 

remain consistent, increase in profit margin and rendering a unique mix of value to 

numerous customers has been a key challenge to firms globally.Comparative 

advantages on world resources have led to transportation and exchanging of such 

resources where it is available in abundance.  

Resource mobilization and redistribution of wealth among the nations of the world is 

becoming more attracting, challenging and disturbing. Managerial ability to exchange 

the resources of one country with another country at ease led to the formation of various 

laws, theories and inventions. Globalization reflects man’s common humanity, a desire 

to explore and break barriers and to conquer both territories and forces, and to constrain 

them. Globalization also represents a phenomenon whereby historically distinct and 

separate national markets are becoming one huge global market place, with resulting 

internationalization of production and selling to the world as a one market. Globalization 

is a futuristic pattern of world community coming together as a village through the use 

of highlevel powered electronic communication. It makes the world communities 

interact and exchange goods and services within shortest period. Conducting business 

in other countries is more acceptable with the use of modern facilities around the world 

and resources are put together to achieve results.  

  

  

  

1.1 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM.  
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The advantages posed by ability of some giant nations (countries) to tap human and 

natural resources while others are still crawling for survival put a threat to the world 

peace and Unity.  

There seem to be a growing need in all countries of the world today for multi-lateral 

trade to bring about the desire benefits for the countries of the world.  However, from 

the foregoing, a number of problems have surfaced pertaining to the effect of 

globalization on marketing strategies of business firms.  Some of these problems are:  

I. Why do we have some countries businesses suffering from underdevelopment?  

II. Has marketing strategy at international level assist firms in less develop 

economy?  

III. What are the reasons for globalization?   

IV. What is the purpose of modern technology? V. What is the benefit of cross-

country trade?  

VI. Is exchange of resources beneficial to all countries?  

VII. How can a nation have comparative cost advantage?  

VIII. How can less privileged countries benefit from business structure of developed 

countries?  

IX. Why do we have some countries buying at higher cost?  

X. Why do we have some countries remain poorer while some countries remain 

richer?  

1.2 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY.  

The main purpose of this study is to highlight the effect/impact of globalization on 

marketing strategies and to see how globalization could pay-off the less developed 

nations.The specific objectives are:  

I. To determine the type of marketing strategies beneficial to various countries of 

the world.  

II. To determine to what extent has globalization contributed to less develop 

economy.  

III. To see how globalization and marketing strategies are beneficial to less develop 

world.   
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IV. To determine the way to enter into International market.  

V. To find out the existing review and make necessary contributions.  

1.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS.  

The research work shall look into the following questions:  

I. why are business firms in developing countries not growing as compare to 

developed countries  

II. What is the Importance of International marketing and its impact on economic 

development?  

III. What pattern available for local firms to marketing?  

IV. How desirable for local firm to borrowing technology?  

V. How can  globalization improve economic standard of less develop nation?  

1.4 RESEARCH HYPOTHESES  

For the purpose of this study, hypothesis will be stated in two forms i.e. Null (Ho) and 

Alternative, (Ha) Hypothesis respectively  

Ho: Globalization has no positive impact on world resources allocations HA: 

Globalization has positive impact on world resources allocation.  

Ho: Marketing strategies at international level do not influence local market.  

HA: Marketing strategies at international level influence local market.  

  

1.5 SCOPE AND LIMITATION.  

The research work shall look into effect of globalization of marketing strategies of 

Unilever Nigeria PLC and PZ Nigeria PLC. In addition, consider the type of marketing 

strategy at global level adopted to gain sustainable customers and control local market.    

Unforeseen circumstance may arise during this research work and may slow the pace of 

work. These are the envisaged problems:   

I. Inadequate information to carry out the research work  

II. Non-availability of required information from Unilever Nigeria PLC and PZ 

Nigeria PLC   

III. Lack of clear organizational structure  
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Also, the course work will cover the Implication of globalization and the type of 

marketing strategies and business level development that can be useful and relevant to 

participant of International business.  

The course work shall be restricted to the materials available since the topic of research 

is an emergent topic in the world.  

Also time and finance could reduce the ability of the research to go further  

1.6 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY.  

The importance of this research work is to add to existing contribution on the topic 

discussed; it will also provide useful information about various marketing strategies of 

business firms and various strategies that have achieved success for the participants. It 

can also be useful as a reference to companies willing to choose strategy and participate 

at international economy or transaction.  

To Academics, it will lay down some references for further research and area that needs 

further probe and give additional information about the topic in question.  

Finally, it can be useful to private or independent research fellows who are willing to 

study the effect of globalization on marketing strategy.  

  

1.7 ORGANISATION OF THE STUDY  

The research work shall be divided in such a way that chapter one will include the 

introduction, problem of the study, purpose of the study, statement of research 

questions, statement of research hypothesis, scope of the study, limitation of the study, 

significance of the study and definition of terms.  

The existing materials on the subject matter shall be employed and various literatures 

shall be reviewed in chapter two.  

Meanwhile, chapter three of the research work shall look into the methodology of the 

study. Furthermore, chapter four shall look into comparative analysis of Unilever 

Nigeria PLC and PZ Nigeria PLC, data presentation, analysis, interpretation and 

analysis of the results.  
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Chapter five is the concluding chapter, which contain the summary, findings, 

recommendations, and conclusion.  

From this position, the research work move to chapter two where various authors, 

researchers, and contributors on the research topic shall be reviewed.  

1.8 DEFINITION OF TERMS.  

Globalization: Horst (2003) defines globalization as a process of increasing 

International division of labour and the accompanying Integration of national economics 

through trade, goods and services, cross-border corporate investments and financial 

flows.  

Strategy: “is that which top management does that is of great importance to the 

organization”. Steiner (1979).  

Marketing Strategy: serves as the fundamental underpinning   of marketing plans 

designed to reach marketing objectives.  

Internationalization: (UN) seeks to create one world or continent based on strong and 

effective national, sovereign, individual state government Resources; tangible and 

intangible material things that can be converted to human use.   

Cross Border: transaction of business outside home country  
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CHAPTER TWO  

LITERATURE REVIEW  

  

2.0 INTRODUCTION  

International contacts and exchanges are not new since the beginning of history, Inter-

country movements, travels, trade and migration had been taking place. Even in the 

ancient world and in the medieval world, International trading companies were formed, 

promoted and financed by states government and groups of individuals to explore and 

at times, pillage and conquer distant and less privileged communities and countries for 

the benefit of the more privileged ones.  

The Search for economic gains by colonizer brought about different arrangements and 

various concepts in which globalization is not an exception.  

Aluko (2003) Globalization as it is used today, refers to the growing interaction in the 

world trade, national and foreign investments, capital market and the ascribed role of 

governments in national economics.  

While the national, medieval and the more recent International government for supports 

sponsorship financing patenting and gunboat diplomacy, today’s globalizers want to 

minimize or neutralize the role of government in their national economics.  

Globalization focuses on economic capitalism and market power.  

Horst (2003) defines globalization as a process of increasing International division of 

labour and the accompanying Integration of national economics through trade, goods 

and services, cross-border corporate investments, and financial flows. Tandon(1994) 

views globalization as an increase in global Inter-connectedness of contemporary 

civilization, which includes political, social and cultural systems. Liebenberg and 

Schwella (1997) see globalization as the world that is becoming a single place and 

moving towards a form of world citizenship.  

Globalization has been formally defined as a process of:  

 Increased integration of national economics with the rest of the world to create a 

more coherent global economy;  

 Integrating economic decision making such as the consumption investment and 

savings processes all across the world.  
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 Creating a global market place in which free markets, investment flows, trade and 

information are integrating.  

 Heightening the level of interconnectedness between nation states;  

 Systematic integration of autonomous economies into global system of production 

and distribution (Kwanashie 1999).  

It has also been defined as a process that seeks to destroy trade barriers through 

unfettered integration and interaction of global capital and labour thereby leading to an 

unhindered exchange of goods and services across borders (Jimoh 2001).  It is a wide 

spread push towards liberalization of trade and capital market increasing 

internationalization of corporate production and distribution strategies and 

technological change that is rapidly dismantling barriers to the international tradability 

of goods and services and the mobility of labour. It is anchored on the world being a 

global village wherein far flung individuals and entitles are closely knit together by 

information technology and telecommunications.  

There has been a conceptual differentiation between the GLOBALIZATION OF 

MARKET; the extent to which a market is characterized by broadly similar consumer 

needs, global customers and global market segments and INDUSTRY 

GLOBALIZATION (linked to the first), the extent to which the valued adding activities 

of the players within an industry are configured and coordinated globally. Whatever the 

case, globalization is a new momentous force that may not have been deliberately 

unleashed but which has now assumed a life of its own, swooping away every obstacle 

on its way. It affects the individual; the firm and the country even when they do not wish 

to be “involved”. Thus there is no option than to understand this “force”, appreciate its 

imperatives and prepare to benefit optimally from it.  

According to Lubbers (1998), globalization is a process in which geographic distance 

becomes less a factor in the establishment and sustenance of bordercrossing, long 

distance economic, political and socio-cultural relations.  

Globalization is a multidimensional concept with political, socio-economic, 

transnational and business undertones. It is simply the integration of national economies 

leading to near free movement of goods, services, capital and skills among companies 

which regard everywhere as their “home” market and serving customers with 
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“globalize” taste and preferences, using the same or slightly different products  and 

strategies.  

  

2.1 FORCES OF GLOBALIZATION  

The Globalization process was brought about by a multiplicity of forces most of which 

are independent. Some forces helped to start the process; some reinforced the process 

while some helped and are still helping to sustain the process and its tempo. Some of 

the factors are;  

 QUANTUM LEAPS IN INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION 

TECHNOLOGY.  

This is one of the key variables that created, reinforced and sustained the globalization 

process. The merger of telecommunication (long distance communication) and 

datamatics (the science of data processing) has led to the emergence of telematics. This 

in turn led to the emergence of top quality, low cost and high-speed information super 

highway linking people, institutions and countries at a rate that was hitherto 

unimaginable. This made coordination of activities at the global level possible, 

convenient, cheap and economically meaningful.  

 OTHER TECHNOLOGICAL CHALLENGES  

There have been technological advancements that made large-scale production of high 

quality and homogeneous items both feasible and viable.  

 ECONOMIC ALLIANCES  

The emergence of economic alliances amongst nation led to the unification of policies 

and trade liberalization amongst the member nations. These economic alliances were 

stimulated by the General Agreements on Traffics and Trade (1947) specifically 

designed to govern and resolve conflicts in international trade. The 8th round of GATT 

(The Uruguay Round, 1996) gave birth to the world Trade Organization to sanction 

countries violating GATT TERMS, some of these economic alliances and blocks 

include;  

 The European Union (EU)  

 North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)  
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 Latin American Integration Association  

 Central American Common Market  

 Caribbean Free Trade Association (CARIFTA)  

 Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN)  

 Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS)  

 BRETTONWOODS INSTITUTIONS  

The IMF, World Bank and their offspring’s have become a critical force both in the 

emergence and sustenance of globalization. These UN economic organs have been 

preaching and enforcing uniform macroeconomic values and paradigms across the 

globe. These values include economic liberalization; privatization and private sector led 

economic strategies.   

 FASTER TRANSPORTATION AND CONTAINERIZATION:   

The increasing speed of movement of goods and the containerization of cargoes 

enhanced transnational economic undertakings. Goods move faster cheaper and safer 

amongst nations. It becomes easy to locate plants far away from the markets.   

 CAPITAL MARKET INTEGRATION AND INTERNATIONALIZATION OF 

FINANCE CAPITAL.   

This led to a global pool of fund seeking for investment outlets for beyond what one 

geopolitical boundary could provide. This made the emergence of global organizations 

and markets possible.   

 MULTINATIONALS   

These organizations started transaction business across nations and regions. Eventually 

their drive to improve on what existed coupled with the activities of others bent on 

imitating and exceeding their records all aided the birth of globalization.   

 THE COLLAPSE OF USSR   

The unceremonious collapse of USSR and the death of communism led to the opening 

up of the hitherto closed communist and socialist economies. This expanded the scope 

of global businesses and was an added impetus to globalization.   

 THE CNN REVOUTION   
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This led to the CNN age in which everybody knows what is happening everywhere at 

the same time. This helped in the creation of global tastes and values and the emergence 

of global customers.   

 COLONIALISM   

For us in this part of the world, becoming a part of the global community was made 

possible in the first instance by our colonial experiences through which we were linked 

to the rest of the world   

 AMERICAN INFLUENCE:   

There is the overbearing influence of America in the advancement of democratic and 

liberal ideals.   

 MARKET  FORCES  AND  COMPETITIVE  PRESSURE:  Growing 

competition, the needs to improve business performance and the urge to excel have 

pushed corporate activities towards globalization.   

These forces and factors include;   

- Counterattacking firms that invade “home” market   

- Search for countries with high profit opportunities   

- Search for higher customer base   

- Reducing dependency on one market   

- Tracking international customers   

KEY ELEMENTS:   

The key elements of globalization include the following:  

i. Inter connection of sovereign nations through trade, capital flows and mobility of 

labour.   

ii. Harmonization of economic rules governing relationships between these nations 

thereby leading to the emergence of global standards.   

iii. Creation of structures to support and facilitate the dependence and 

interconnection.   

iv. Global configuration land coordination of business activities with local 

responsiveness by organizations.   

v. The technological know how to conveniently facilitate the inter connected-ness.   
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vi. Global currency/ies that enhances the exchange of goods and services and 

accounting for global transactions.   

vii. Creating a global market place with global consumers Taste, Fashion, Language 

and measures of success are now to a large extent Communalized.   

In real sense, globalization represent a phenomenon whereby historically distant and 

separate natural market are becoming one huge global market place, with resulting 

Internationalization of production (Firms securing goods, labour and service from 

different locations around the globe to take advantage of national differences in cost and 

quality of factors of production such as Labour, Land, Capital, Energy and technology 

and selling to the world as one market). With globalization, the trend is towards more 

and more transactional linkages with economic, financial, cultural and labour forces 

which are becoming less and less under the control of a single government.   

  

2.2 MAIN FEATURES OF GLOBALISATION  

The Hallmark of globalization is thus the promotion of the free market, individual 

initiative, private enterprises, ruthless competition and capitalism into a credo. The logic 

of the survival of the fittest become, once again, as in 17th, 18th and early 19th centuries 

of the physiocrates. Adam Smithsonian and the utilitarian economists.  The weak 

people, the poor countries and their government are blamed for their lack of 

competitiveness. The inexorable mix between competition and cooperative and between 

the public sector and the private sector in economic activities.  

The emphasis on competition and the market goes pari-passu with the credo to limit the 

economic role of the state and its government through the policy of privatization, 

deregulation and liberalization. In the pout; developing countries, more so in Africa, this 

policy is the harbinger as well as the off-shoot of the structural Adjustment Programme 

(SAP), imposed on the poor countries since the late 1980s on the insistence of the 

International monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank. One of the objectives of SAP 

with its massive and recurrent currency devaluations was said to be to promote the 

development of the respective poor economies and to integrate them into the global 

economy, but more market intervention in economic affairs became dominant and 

globalized. Government meddling in economic affairs was said to spoil the market, 
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distort competition, and promote inefficiency, corruption and waste. Thus, under the on-

going economic globalization, many African governments are currently in wholesale 

privatization of state-owned and statecontrolled parastatals, companies and institution, 

including educational institutions.  

Privatization is alleged to be further designed to achieve a diminished role of the state 

in the economy, so as to achieve greater economic efficiency through increased private 

participation and to raise revenue so as to reduce or repay the country’s external and 

internal debts. A debtors-country is considered credible and entitle to economic 

assistance, debt forgiveness or debt relief from its creditor only if it pursues policies in 

accordance with what the market believes to be sound, that is policies which create the 

enabling environment for the private sector and for the efficient operation of the market 

economy as certified by the “Triad”    (North Americans, Japan and London) and their 

agents, the IMF and the world Bank. Global institutions in the globalization process 

became very important in the process of restructuring the economies of the poor 

countries. The ratification of the revised General Agreement on Traffics and Trade 

(GATT), since 1947, and of the World Trade Organisation (WTO), since 1995, marked 

a landmark in the development of the global economic system. The World Trade 

Organization’s mandate consists of regulating world trade for the benefits of the 

International banks and transnational cooperation as well as supervising the 

enforcement of national trade policies. In other words, the leading globalizes now enjoy 

a close collaboration with the IMF, the World Bank, GATT and the World Trade 

Organisation in the surveillance of the economies of the developing countries in the 

direction of the market, away from undue influence and control from the state and its 

government.  

Globalization further enjoins budgetary austerity, currency devaluation and the loss of 

national economic sovereignty and control over fiscal and monetary policies of a 

compliant country. The Central Bank, the Ministry of Finance and the annual budgets 

of the compliant country are reorganized and supervised by the IMF and the World 

Bank, often with or without the consent of the nation’s government. A country that does 

not conform to the IMF/World Bank performance targets, as prescribed by the Triad, is 

blacklisted and its debt-noose tightened.  
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Inspite of the existence of individual country’s separate currency, globalization 

dollarises the domestic’s currency, domestic’s prices and government budgets. With the 

ever-recurrent devaluation of the national currency, the urge to hold the USA dollar, the 

British Pound Sterling, the German Deutsche Mark, or the Japanese yen, and now the 

Euro, becomes irresistible. This, in turn, causes further recurrent devaluation of the local 

currency. These “Vanguard Currencies” becomes the local units of account and render 

virtually valueless the local currency units.  

  

2.3 EFFECTS OF GLOBALIZATION  

Globalization has the tendency to destabilize the nation’s public finances by prescribing 

drastic reduction in the activities of the government, the dismissal retrenchment and 

premature retirement of public employees, a drastic cut in social programmes a calling 

on wages increases in the prices of public utilities, the deregulation of the banking 

system and the liberalization of capital movements, including interests profits and 

dividends, most of which benefit the Triad, because of the fight of capital from the poor 

countries for safe keeping in the Triad.(Europe Giant, North American and Japan)  

The receding influence and the reduced social commitment of the government, which is 

an off-school of globalization, increase unemployment, reduce social welfare services 

and reduce the standard of the lower levels of the population, thus increasing the number 

of those living below the poverty level in almost every developing country. In the 

attempt to react to the problems of increasing poverty in most of the poor countries, 

globalization has carried along with it recent programmes of poverty alleviation as a 

social safety net. Social Emergency Funds are established by governments of TRIAD at 

the promptings of the IMF/World Bank to provide mechanism for managing, alleviating 

or reducing poverty and attenuating social unrest caused by globalization itself.    

  

2.4 DIMENSION OF GLOBALIZATION  

Globalization and its attendant deterritorization of political, economic, financial and 

cultural dimension, manifests itself in many ways, the following examples show the 

market place:  
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THREE DIMENSIONS OF GLOBALIZATION  

Usually, three dimensions of globalization are distinguished. Economically speaking, 

most centrally, it refers to the effective creation of a world market. Every economic 

actors – companies, workers, consumers – now enters directly, knowingly or not, into 

relations with other actors potentially anywhere in the world. This is certainly true for 

financial markets, as we witness daily, and it is also true for communication flows in 

general. Electronic technology is the major factor behind these developments. But 

despite the fact that the networks of economic exchange have considerably grown in 

extension since the end of the second world war and then again since the end of the cold 

war, much production and consumption still takes place in certain area, even though 

they should not be called local are much smaller in size than the globe.  

In cultural terms, globalization may mean two quite different things, or even both at the 

same time. On one hands, the term is used to talk about the alleged emergence of a 

homogeneous world culture and the extension of cultural differences and specificity. 

Sometimes this homogenization is associated with a general rise of mass culture, or 

some may want to say middle-class culture. Sometimes it is related to cultural 

hegemony. In both cases, cultural globalization may also be referred to as 

“Americanization”, seeing the US as the typical middle-class society and as hegemonic 

at the same time. On the other hand, though, the cultural effect of globalization is seen 

as the precise opposite to homogenization. In this view, societies historically used to be 

culturally homogeneous, but increasing migration has led to mixed cultures in many 

societies, and thus to the rise of multiculturalism. Given that the US, as the largest settler 

society with a long history of immigration from different regions of the world, can be 

seen as having pioneered this trend, the emergence of multicultural situations elsewhere 

in the world, notably in Europe, can also be called “Americanization”.  

Although the two meanings of cultural globalization appear to be opposed to one 

another, they are not mutually exclusive. Certain cultural artifacts and cultural 

orientations may now be ubiquitous or almost-in the world; thus elements of a world 

culture have come into existence. But most social settings may now no longer-if they 

ever were-be describable by a single, predominant set of cultural values. Thus, cultural 

diversity may now be more pronounced in many places of the world, certainly in all 
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metropolitan settings. In political terms, thirdly, the meaning of globalization changes 

entirely. Politically, globalization refers in the first instance to the alleged decline of 

sovereign nation-state. And it is precisely the effect of economic and cultural 

globalization that is seen as undermining the capacity of national political actors to steer 

and manage the economy to express and support the cultural values of their own society.  

  

2.4.1 FACTORS SHAPING GLOBALIZATION.  

With the foregoing, it remains to summarize briefly the major factors shaping 

globalization.   

Scholte (2000) present four major causes of the rise of what she call  

“supraterritoriality”, namely:  

I. The emergence of global consciousness as production of rationalist knowledge. 

Defining rationalist knowledge in terms of secular (as opposed to religious or 

mystical) anthropocentric and scientific is instrumental in the sense that it assigns to 

knowledge that greatest value of insight that enable people to solve immediate 

problems, by de-emphazing aesthetics, spiritually, emotion and fantasy. That has 

encouraged super-territoriality and fostered the spread of capitalism, advancement of 

technology, scientific thinking, development of rationalist law, bureaucratic 

organizations and global regulatory frameworks. While disagreeing with the implicit 

view that the spiritual is irrational, there is no doubt that changes in world view and 

thinking beyond parochial and territorial considerations underlie the current “wave 

of globalization. The importance of Scholte’s emphasis is that for developing 

countries there is need for them to adopt education that emphasizes rational and 

scientific knowledge.  

II. Developing in capitalism with regard to the organization of production, marketing, 

accumulation and transfer of capital. Globalization in its economic dimensions seems 

to confirm the words of Karl Marx that “capital by its very nature drives beyond every 

spatial barrier to conquer the whole earth for its market” (k. Marx 1957/8).   

III. Transnational production, large movements of financial assets across border, 

concentration of capital in few countries and internationalization of production by 

companies, marketing and consumption have been a major characteristic and driving 
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force of globalization. Capital flow has been a major change agent in globalization 

with direct foreign investment and portfolio capital playing leading roles. 

Technological innovation: if education especially rationalist knowledge and global 

capital have been two major features and driving forces of globalization, they rode 

on the back of unprecedented developments in technological innovation which have 

impacted on transportation, communication and data processing in particular. 

“Technology has clearly played a crucial role in creating trans-world social spaces.   

IV. The introduction of the telegraph in 1837, the telephone in     1876, the wireless in 

1895, the aeroplane in 1903s, the television in 1925, the liquid-fuel rocket in 1927, 

the coaxial cable in the 1930s, and the digital computer in 1936 were all key events 

in the period of incipient globalization”(Scholte 2000; 100). The pace of 

technological innovation increased after 1950 with the transistor radio in 1995?  

Followed by the application of cable, satellite and digital technologies to TV; wide 

body aircraft from 1969; supersonic carriers in early 1990 and orbital satellites in 

1963.  

V. However, it is developments in computer related technologies facilitated by advances 

in telecommunication, such as the power of fiber optics to carry thousands of 

stimulation (1980) and the advent of broadband technologies (e.g Integrated Service 

Digital Network- ISDN), that have advanced ICT to hitherto unexpected heights. 

Personal computers, the Internet and hand held gadgets (from the cell Phone to the 

palmcorder) are the visible expressions of technological advancement. Technological 

innovations have provided the infrastructure for globalization.  

VI. Globalization would have been impossible without supporting global regulatory 

frameworks that have facilitated supraterritorial, political, economic, financial and 

cultural activities:  

 Supranational organization in communication, aviation trade (WTO) and finance 

(IMF, World Bank and Bourse) are at the forefront of globalization.  

 Unprecedented liberalization of trade under the GATT system and now, under world 

Trade Organization rules has guaranteed cross-border movements and trade.  

 Guarantees of property rights for International capital.  

 Legalization of global organizations and activities (Scholte 2000).  
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2.5 OPPORTUNITIES AND RISKS OF GLOBALIZATION.  

An objective look at the last 50years confirms that globalization has brought advantages 

to the world. In the industrialized countries, real per capital income increases more than 

triples in the second half of the 20th century. Even in some developing countries the 

increase was even more dramatic. There have been positive gains with medical advances 

too: life expectancy rose by over a decade in industrialized countries and by over 20 

years on average in developing countries that have embarked on the road toward global 

integration, such as China, India, Malaysia, Brazil, Mexico, South Korea, and Thailand, 

now no longer export only raw materials; but also finished products and services.   

Nevertheless, globalization and its benefits have been uneven and not without some 

risks:  

 First, the benefits of economic integration have primarily extended to the 

industrialized countries, along with, in the last 10 to 20 years, a group of developing 

countries, encompassing about half (over 3 billion) of the world inhabitants. At the 

same time, however, according to a World Bank classification, a similar number of 

people live on less than $2 a day. Between 1960 and 2000 the gap between the 

developed countries income per head and those of the less developed areas increased 

from 6 to 80 times. Such widespread poverty in a world of affluence is the greatest 

challenge for stability and peace in the 21st century.  

 Second, the globalization of financial markets has been accompanied by devastating 

financial crises in emerging market economies. The causes of these crises are 

complex. However, a common feature has often been over-indebtedness and massive 

reversals in capital flow at short notice leading to severe recession accompanied by 

a sharp rise in unemployment in the lesser-developed economies.  

 Third, globalization exerts pressure on the environment. Domestic environment 

protection policies alone are no longer sufficient to address this pressure. In the light 

of the foregoing, It is understandable why discussion on globalization often leads to 

so much heat and polarization of viewpoints captured by the three main schools of 

thought regarding responses to globalization (Scholte 2000). The first are the;   
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I. Neo-liberals from the tradition of John Locke and Adam Smith who believes 

in market forces, competition and removal of all barriers. They advocate the 

deepening of globalization through the dismantling of official regulations, 

buttressed by OECD countries, the Bretton Woods Institutions, World Trade 

Organization, mainstream academic economists, The Economists and Wall 

Street Journals. These otherwise known as the “Washington Consensus” have 

dominated much of development thinking and practice since the beginning of 

the 1980s. To them a more globalize economy is more efficient because 

removal of market constraints and other rigidities lead to growth, increase in 

trade, efficiency and lower unemployment. The irony is that the same scholars 

are hesitant to advocate free movement of labour and peoples.  

II. Against the Neo-liberals are the Keynesians or those of the social democratic 

traditions whose building on the concept of market failure (that the market is 

not always right due to inadequate information flow, differing starting points, 

oligopolistic and monopolistic forces etc.), and the concept of public goods 

and “global commons” argue for purposeful reform of unrestrained capitalism 

and globalization. They argue that there is a case for control of cross border 

movements, protection of global commons, some redistribution of wealth etc. 

because the market does not always work and, definitely has no human face. 

The United Nations Development Programme and the International Labour 

Organization have championed this course.  

III. At the other end are the radicals who seek to reverse globalization or its 

continuation along different lines emphasizing the need for economic equity, 

ecological balance, cultural integrity and “democracy”, sometimes using 

economic nationalism, religious revivalism, radical environmentalism and 

even violence to press their point.  

  

 2.6  FORMS OF GLOBAL PARTICIPATION   

Conducting business in other countries means different things to different people.   

Perlmutter defines geocentric managerial attitudes as those that lead to global 

orientations. (By comparison ethnocentric attitudes foster home-country orientations 
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and polycentric, host-country orientations.) The extent to which a company is involved 

in foreign operations can be visualized as a point on a continuum that runs from 

exporting or licensing in one or a few foreign countries to full-scale production 

operations in many countries and products sold worldwide.   

Dymsza says; The international involvement of [companies can vary] the point at which 

overseas sales and profit take on importance and top management begins to devote more 

attention to them to the stage when the company is globally oriented in its marketing, 

production, investments and other decisions and considers alternative opportunities 

around the world.  

Before proceeding with a discussion of global strategy, we first explain the various ways 

in which domestic firms can choose to conduct business in other countries.  

These methods are divided into two categories:   

1. Foreign sales and   

2. Foreign production methods.   

1. FOREIGN SALES METHODS   

There are three basic ways in which domestic firms can sell their products in foreign 

countries:   

i. Export,   

ii. Employment of foreign sales representatives, and   

iii. Ownership (or leasing) of a foreign sales office.   

In practice neither these marketing approaches nor the basic choices between marketing 

and production approaches are mutually exclusive.   

Exporting. Domestic firms can sell their products in foreign countries by contracting 

with either a domestic exporter or a foreign importer when the potential for high return 

on sales is apparent, or at least expected. Typically, little product modification is 

required and both exporters and importers can be found who will either take title to the 

products (buy them for resale) or broker them (sell them on consignment). Both 

approaches can be used to break into a foreign market initially but suffer the 
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disadvantage of removing the firm from the process of marketing its own products. 

However, they may be useful ways of identifying the foreign markets with greatest 

potential for further development.   

Foreign Sales and Representatives. Domestic firms can employ a foreign sales 

representative to broker their products in foreign countries. This form of marketing 

usually involves paying a commission to the sales representative for consummated sales. 

Sales representatives normally take orders by demonstrating sample products or 

disseminating product literature while calling on customers in the foreign nation. Since 

sales representatives normally represent many clients, a particular product may receive 

less than their full selling effort. Nonetheless use of a sales representative overseas is a 

low-investment way to distribute products in foreign countries, though the required 

commissions may be high.   

Foreign Sales Office. The highest form of foreign marketing activity is ownership of a 

foreign sales office. This approach allows the domestic firm to service foreign customers 

with its own sales force. Thus it normally represents a higher quality of selling effort 

than is possible with either exporting or sales representative. Of course, the firm exposes 

itself to a much heavier cost burden with a sales office abroad, so that careful analysis 

of this choice is especially important.   

2 FOREIGN PRODUCTION FACILITIES/METHOD   

Often, firms do not begin producing products overseas until they have first identified 

lucrative markets by exporting, through sales representatives, or by operating a sales 

office.   

A production operation represents a major capital investment and deserves this kind of 

conservative development.   

Six arrangements can be used for establishing a foreign production facility. They are  i. 

Minority joint venture,   
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ii. Co-owned joint venture,   

iii. Majority joint venture,   

iv. Wholly owned subsidiary,   

v. Licensing agreements, and  vi.  Agent contracts.   

Minority Joint Venture. This form of ownership is required by many foreign 

governments as a condition for being allowed to do business on their soil. It involves 

taking on a local partner who owns a controlling interest in the foreign operation. 

Minority participation usually involves a contract that specifies that the domestic firm 

will be responsible for management activities.   

Co-owned Joint Venture. This is an equal participation joint venture.   

Majority Joint Ventures. Majority joint ventures are partnerships with local partners who 

have a minority interest in the facility. Domestic firms typically prefer majority joint 

ventures to minority joint ventures for obvious reasons.   

Wholly Owned Subsidiaries. This is a foreign facility that is 100 percent owned by the 

domestic parent. Refusing to enter foreign countries on any basis other than by wholly 

owned subsidiaries, IBM has distinguished itself by using this form of foreign expansion 

exclusively. When structuring its entrance into India, IBM's management chose to 

"withdraw from the market rather than accept local ownership."   

Licensing Agreements. Domestic firms can license to foreign firms the right to produce 

their products. Licensing provides a convenient way of "amortizing development costs 

and making quick profits without additional capital investment, which raises ROI." The 

licenser usually receives an initial payment followed by royalty payments in return for 

allowing products to be produced and sold by the foreign firm. Licensing carries the risk 

of creating a competitor out of the licensee. Because licensees are actually gaining 

technological expertise, licenses should only be provided to foreign competitors" by 

manufacturing businesses" in cases where technology is changing quickly and the U.S. 

company is confident of its ability to stay in the lead of technological change, or where 
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the U.S. company can maintain significant manufacturing or marketing leadership in the 

product area.  

Agent Contract. This is a contract that grants the right to sell a product/service in the 

role of agent or representative of the manufacturer or originator.   

2.6.1 CHOOSING THE TYPE OF PARTICIPATION   

Davidson proposes a matrix for structuring participation decisions that treats them as 

portfolio decisions.   

 It focuses on the possible outcomes of negotiations between a global firm and a firm in 

the host country that global firm seeks to enter. Underlying use of the matrix are several 

assumptions. First, the global firm and the host country firm have similar participation 

preferences. That is, both companies will try to maximize their own participation in 

ventures producing products within their core businesses. For example, a tire 

manufacturer will try to avoid licensing and joint ventures in tire manufacturing 

ventures, preferring instead 100 percent ownership.   

Second, the products of both the global firm and the host country firm are divided into 

four types: core, related, future and unrelated.   

Core business products are those that are the major business activity of the firm. 

Examples are tires for a tire manufacturer, autos for an auto manufacturer, computers 

for IBM.   

Related business products have something to do with the nature of the firm's core 

business, but they are a step or two removed from it--copiers for IBM or household 

appliances for an auto company.   

Future business products are those that are expected to become related products in the 

future.   

Finally, Unrelated or declining businesses have little to do with core businesses in which 

the company is involved. Each of these four product categories reflects the level of 
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strategic priority, external competitive position, and relationship to core business of the 

product in question.   

The third assumption underlying the participation portfolio matrix is that it will not be 

used to seek a collection of possible participation parties. In other words the identity of 

parties is fixed in a particular application of the matrix.   

Fourth, the matrix is not intended directly to take into consideration factors not explicitly 

addressed by it. For example, such differences between parties as marketing expertise, 

technological emphasis, and other characteristics of products, businesses.   

When the product is core business to both the global firm and the host country partner, 

the global firm will be unlikely to participate on any basis other than a majority joint 

venture.   

When the product is a related business for the global firm, a co-owned joint venture (an 

equal partnership) is a reasonable expectation when the product is the core business of 

the host country firm. However, since the host country firm will have weaker 

commitment to a related business, the global firm can anticipate a majority position.   

For a global firm's future businesses that are in the host country firm's core, the global 

firm can usually expect nothing more than a minority participation. A coowned joint 

venture is reasonable when the global firm's future business is the host country firm's 

related business. The global firm can look forward to a majority position when the 

product represents a future business activity to both parties.   

Finally, for its products in either unrelated or declining businesses, the global firm is 

likely to prefer an exclusive licensing agreement when the product is in the core business 

of the host country partner and a standard (or exclusive) licensing agreement when the 

product is a future business of the host country firm.   

Combinations of preferences for which collaboration is unlikely are represented, for the 

global firm, its core business are usually characterized by a preference for wholly owned 
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subsidiaries. They can be obtained by either development of a new subsidiary or 

acquisition of a local firm.   

 2.7  THE  NATURE  OF  TRULY  GLOBAL  OPERATIONS   

Davidson describes global strategic management as "the process of defining, 

developing, and administering strategy and structure for a worldwide business.   

Global strategy does not merely involve owning a foreign subsidiary that represents a 

small proportion (in asset or sales terms) of a firm's operations. Rather it is a business 

whose strategic position in national markets is fundamentally affected by its overall 

global position.   

Many firms achieve global status by a process of incrementalism. The typical stages in 

this process are   

1. Exporting (or use of sales representatives  

2. Foreign sales office  

3. Licensing  

4. Joint ventures  

5. Wholly owned subsidiaries  

6. Multinational or world (global) enterprise  

The existence of global industries and markets has forced companies to consider 

competition on a global basis. "Companies that fail to integrate their domestic and 

international markets and product strategies will be at an increasing disadvantage 

relative to those that do.  

Porter explains that competing globally is a vastly different strategic problem from 

competing nationally, even though the "structural factors and market forces operating 

in global industries are the same as those in more domestic industries. This difference 

is manifested in the following ways:   
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1. Factor costs differ by country. Factors that are advantages in one country can be 

disadvantages in another. Changes in labour, energy, and raw material costs can 

change "the optimum production or distribution configuration.  

2. Differences in foreign markets. It almost goes without saying that, from country to 

country, market characteristics can differ in major ways.  

3. Variations in the role of governments. Countries differ in terms of the ways in which 

their governments regulate foreign firms. These ways include  

4. Tariffs and duties.  

a. Quotas.  

b. Preference to purchase from local firms.  

c. Requirement for local R&D and component production.  

d. Favorable tax, labor, and regulatory treatment for local firms.  

e. Reduced foreign flexibility caused by firms' parent government's laws on bribery, 

taxes, and other matters.  

5. Company goals, resources, and ability to chart the activities of foreign competitors. 

Internal characteristics of global firms may not be conducive to operating in certain 

countries. An example is IBM's policy of giving up no control of subsidiaries.  

According to Porter the analytical methods a firm should use to develop information for 

purposes of deciding on matters of global strategy are the same as those for domestic 

strategy. Industry analysis in global industries "must encompass foreign competitors, a 

wider pool of potential entrants, a broader scope of possible substitutes, and increased 

possibilities that firms' goals and personalities will differ as well as their perceptions of 

what is strategically important. But the same competitive forces as apply to domestic 

industry analysis also apply to global industry analysis. However, firms pursuing global 

strategies should take their global competitors as the basis for comparative analysis.   

2.7.1 FOUNDATIONS OF GLOBAL COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE   

Local firms have some inherent advantages in the host country over global competitors. 

These include;  
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First choice in establishing market positions, distribution systems and promotion 

strategies. Thus to compete successfully with domestic companies, global firms must 

build their strategies around selected bases of competitive advantage.   

Davidson identifies two major categories of competitive advantage:  Economic 

advantages and   

Strategic strengths.   

Within these categories Porter lists traditional comparative advantages and various types 

of economies of scale (which are similar to Davidson's economic advantages), and 

product differentiation, proprietary product technology, and production mobility (which 

are similar to Davidson's strategic strengths).   

Economic strengths lead to efficiencies in the activities of global firms and strategic 

advantages cause differential advantages.  

Economic Advantages   

Factor Costs. The global firm can build its strategy around favourable factor costs 

relative to its host country competitors. Countries within which it enjoys cost 

advantages should become prime candidates for global expansion. In addition to the 

immediate profit advantages that superior cost position firms will enjoy, reinvestment 

of their higher returns can result in faster growth rates than for their competitors. They 

can also price their products below those of their competitors to gain market share if 

there is a willingness to take action equal to that of competitors.  

Cost advantage can be manifested as low costs of capital, raw materials, labour, and 

complex factors. Complex factor cost advantages include efficiencies in purchasing, 

manufacturing, marketing (distribution), applications engineering (developing a product 

to solve a particular problem), and research and development.   

Purchasing can offer competitive leverage when large global firms can realize unit cost 

reductions as large-volume buyers. Purchasing economic can appear when a large global 
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industry (not just one business) can buy moderate portions of a supply industry's output. 

Moderate size orders by individual global firms preserve their bargaining power with 

suppliers. Cost advantages accrue from savings on superior raw materials yields (e.g., 

the Japanese produce more steel per ton of coal than the Americans), longer run lengths, 

and proprietary process technology.   

In marketing, cost advantages can be developed by high regional sales share. Here per-

unit selling and advertising costs are lowered relative to low-share competitors when 

selling efficiency is established and maintained. Applications engineering can lead to 

cost supremacy when customer needs for customized products and service can be   

(1) Identified and   

(2) Met by standardizing modules of the product or system so that an individual 

complete system can be produced quickly and efficiently.   

Bases of Competitive Advantage due to Cost Containment Supremacy  

Finally, research and development can lead to cost advantages not just through 

innovation, but also by hard-to-copy technological complexity of products, and by 

capturing a small total market, using a high purchase price and low repurchase 

frequency. Thus R&D should be geared for performance, for value so that price 

competition becomes unattractive for buyers.   

Economies of Scale. In addition to the purchasing scale economies mentioned earlier, 

global firms could benefit from economies of scale in production, international logistics, 

marketing and global experience. Production economies can result from localized 

manufacture of products distributed globally. Firms that expect to benefit from 

production economies must have the distribution and selling capabilities to market their 

products across global boundaries.   

Logistical economies lead to cost savings when global firms can (1) Spread fixed costs 

of supply systems over many national territories or even   
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(2) Develop entirely new supply methods to deal with the great distances and trans-

oceanic passages often required.   

The marketing economies of scale that can accrue to global firms are similar to the 

logistical economies in that they can result from development of a concentrated sales 

force internationally. Cost savings stem from spreading the fixed costs of such a force 

over a greater number of markets and would be possible for firms whose sales force is 

highly skilled and mobile and whose products are high-priced major equipment items.   

International experience leads to cost advantages because, by serving many national 

markets, a firm progresses along its learning curve faster than a firm serving just one 

domestic market.   

Strategic Strengths   

Cost advantages can also be produced by a global firm's strategic strengths. When 

properly exploited these strengths allow the global firm to do something better than its 

local competitors in various host countries in which they choose to operate.   

Porter lists strategic strengths of product differentiation, proprietary product technology, 

and production mobility.   

Product Differentiation. Within a local market, global firms often carry with them a 

high visibility and a certain prestige that is a result of their presence in other countries. 

This credibility can give them a competitive advantage in sales potential that their 

domestic competitors do not enjoy.   

Proprietary Technology. By applying a proprietary technology in several worldwide 

markets, global firms can reduce per-unit technology costs. Worldwide competition 

can also lead to higher exposure and, therefore, understanding of others' technologies. 

Such technological sophistication is typically not available to firms doing business in 

just one market.   

Production mobility. Finally, by establishing a production system that can be 

transported around the world from production site to production site, a global firm can 

spread the fixed costs of such a system across many domestic markets. It stands to 
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reason that by building in the necessary mobility factors, a global firm can experience 

cost advantages over its domestic competitors who are structurally glued to a local 

market.  

2.7.2 IMPLEMENTING THE ENTRY DECISION   

Once the particular form or combination of forms of differential advantage that fits the 

firm's growth expectations 4(which is probably identified in mission or societal and/or 

corporate-level strategy) has been identified, the strategist must identify the countries 

that are most attractive for growth.   

The decision to enter a certain foreign country should be preceded by extensive research.   

Robinson describes six levels of demand analysis of potential foreign markets:   

Potential need,   

Felt need,   

Potential demand,   

Effective demand,   

Market demand, and  Specific 

demand.  

Potential need is identified first by determining whether there is sufficient evidence to 

suggest that there may be a need for the company's product or service. Physical variables 

such as demographics, climate, income levels, occupational distributions and 

geographical characteristics can be assessed to estimate potential need.   

Then estimates are made of how much it would cost to transform potential need into felt 

need. The difficulty that would be encountered in making this transformation, after first 

identifying a potential need, is largely a matter of cultural characteristics such as value 

systems, extent of institutional development and penetration of communication systems. 

Thus these factors would be analyzed to test for a felt need.   
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Third, various economic factors determine the amount of potential demand after 

determining the presence of a felt need for a product/service. Typical economic 

indicators such as disposable income and consumption patterns can be analyzed to 

determine the absence of structural blockages to the development of a felt need into 

potential demand.   

Finding insufficient potential obstacles to growth of potential demand, the analyst would 

next turn attention to the assessment of politically determined effective demand. The 

object of this stage of analysis is to identify the extent to which market forces are 

allowed to operate by a potential host country's political institutions. Analysis would 

focus on such factors as import duties and quotas, foreign exchange restrictions, various 

environmental and labour laws and standards, and effectiveness of the legal system.   

Fifth, the strategist would analyze the degree to which the firm would be able to develop 

market demand. Market demand assessment involves determining the ease with which 

typical marketing functions can operate within a country. These functions include 

advertising and promotion, distribution (shipping system facilities, cost, and 

effectiveness), market dispersion, and warehousing facilities.   

Finally, with evidence that either no significant blockages exist to the development of 

market demand or that whatever blockages exist can be circumvented, the analyst would 

assess the firm's potential competitive position (called specific demand). The object of 

this last phase of analysis would be to compare the company's product and internal 

logistical support of it with the same factors of its potential competitors.   

By analyzing potential countries via this six-step process, the analyst can proceed to 

estimate potential market share for the firm in the countries that successfully make it 

through each step. Then countries can be rank ordered by potential market share. The 

one with the highest estimated market share would be the most favourable expansion 

target, and so on down the list.  

Conclusively, the researcher view on globalization, however is that, it has adverse 

consequences for a significant proportion of the World’s population and that there is the 
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need for the right policy responses to ensure that globalization benefits the whole 

“globe” and not a section of it. So far, Africa as a continent, in particular, seems to face 

major challenges as the world becomes more and more integrated.             
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CHAPTER THREE  

RESEARCH METHODS  

3. 0 INTRODUCTION  

This chapter  comprises the methods that will be employed in obtaining information for 

the study and in analyzing the data to be collected.    

  

3.1 RE-STATEMENT OF RESEARCH HYPOTHESES  

For the purpose of this study, hypothesis will be stated in two forms i.e. Null (Ho) and 

Alternative, (Ha) Hypothesis respectively  

Ho: Globalization has no positive impact on world resources allocations HA: 

Globalization has positive impact on world resources allocation.  

Ho: Marketing strategies at international level do not influence local market.  

HA: Marketing strategies at international level influence local market.  

This chapter shall however discuss the following:  

- Research Design  

- Study population  

- Sample and sampling techniques  

- Research Instrument  

- Administration of instrument and method of Data Analysis.  

  

3.2 RESEARCH DESIGN  

This study is a descriptive research.  It will examine the effect of globalization on 

marketing strategy on Nigeria local market through Unilever Nigeria Plc and PZ Nigeria 

Plc.  The research design adopted for this study will be a survey design type, which 

would describe the variables of interest to the research study.  

  

3.3 POPULATION OF STUDY  
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The population for this study will constitute some selected employee of Unilever Nigeria 

Plc and PZ Nigeria Plc, this include the management of the companies.    

  

3.4 SAMPLE AND SAMPLING TECHNIQUES  

The researcher adopted sampling technique aimed at reducing any possible sampling 

error and possible bias.  Essentially, stratified, random sampling and purposive sampling 

techniques were employed.  

The random sampling technique is used in selecting the respondents from Unilever 

Nigeria Plc and PZ Nigeria Plc.  

  

3.5 METHOD OF DATA COLLECTION  

a. Primary Data:  

The research instrument used in this study is a questionnaire designed in such a way as 

to elicit the information required to achieve the goals of the study.  The assumption for 

using the questionnaires rests on the considerations that the level of education of the 

respondents was enough as to understand properly the content.  It was also believed that 

the questionnaire schedule would yield not only higher rate of response but enhance 

faster collection of data.  

QUESTIONNAIRES  

The questionnaires to be used for the study will contain structured and unstructured 

questions.  The questionnaires shall be divided into two phases Bio data and generally, 

the questionnaire is easy to compare, and could be used in any form.  

b. Secondary Data:  

During the course of this research work secondary data such as related books, journals, 

articles and related texts were also used to gather necessary information about effect of 

Globalization on marketing strategy on Nigeria market.  

c. ORAL INTERVIEW  
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Oral interview shall be conducted amongst some senior staffs of Unilever Nigeria Plc 

and PZ Nigeria Plc in order to obtain first hand information regarding their various 

views on the effect of Globalization on marketing strategy on Nigeria market.  

  

3.6 ANALYTICAL METHODS  

The analysis of the data collected is based on the answers to the questionnaires and 

interviews conducted.  The data shall be comparative in nature.  It will compare various 

answers given by the staffs and management of Unilever Nigeria Plc and PZ Nigeria 

Plc and there after conclusion shall be drawn from it.  Some data shall be analyzed using 

percentages and statistical/mathematical variables for simplicity purpose, mostly chi 

square method.  

The percentage score of each of the structured question shall be calculated and tabulated.  

On the basis of this measurement conclusion shall be drawn.  

3.7 DATA ANALYSIS  

The data analysis will be based on simple percentage while the answer to the questions 

ask will be tabulated. The inferential statistical tool use in chi-square will be used to test 

the level of significance between observed and expected frequencies and from the (X2) 

a simple statistic that is computed as follows;   

The formula for chi-square is;  

X2  = Chi- Square = ∑ (0i – Ei)2  

                                        Ei  

Where:  

          0i  = Observed Value  

          Ei  = Expected Value  

          ∑  =  Sigma for (summation).  

The X2 value will depend on the degree of freedom (df), which is calculated as df  = 

(R – I) (C – I)  

Where “R’’ is the number of rows in the table and ‘’C” is the number of column with 

the degree of freedom.  
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3.8 LIMITATION OF THE STUDY  

This research work is limited by time constrain. The time at the researchers disposal 

is very minimal to carry out an extensive research on the topic. Also, my supervisor’s 

time of compressed schedule is also a limitation on the study because he combines 

lecturing in marketing department with lecturing in business administration 

department in the faculty.  

Also, the research work is limited by financial constraint as the sponsor of the 

research has other responsibilities and commitment to allocate the limited resources.    
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DATA PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION  

4.0 Introduction  

In this chapter, the work will reflect and show the analysis and validity of the 

theory by providing a quantitative background for describing the observed response on 

Effect of Globalization on Marketing Strategies for Nigeria local firms such as Unilever 

and PZ Plc.  

During the process of investigation and collection, a total number of fifty (50) 

questionnaires were administered and retrieved. Although, there was delayed on the part 

of respondent, however 92 percent collection rate was attained eventually.  The data 

obtained from the respondents shall be collated and analysed accordingly in other to test 

the opinion of the respondents and deduce conclusion base on their views on the subject 

matter.  

   

4.1 DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS  

  

Table 4.1 Globalization and equitable distribution of world resources.  

Equitable  

Distribution  

Unilever  %  PZ  %  

Agree  

Dis. Agree  

  

Undecided  

12  

25  

9  

26  

54  

20  

14  

23  

10  

30  

49  

21  

Total  46  100  47  100  

Source: author’s field work   

  

The data above shows that the resources are not equitably distributed among the 

nations of the world. 12 Staffs of Unilever agreed to equitable distribution, 25 

disagreed, while 9 Staffs were unable to take their stand.  

On the other hand, PZ staffs’ went the same directions with Unilever Staffs that 

resources are not equitably distributed with 23 Staffs disagreed, 14 Staffs agreed while 

10 Staffs were Undecided.  
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Table 4. 2 Globalization influences marketing strategies at global level.  

Marketing  

Strategies  

Unilever  %  PZ  %  

Agree  

Dis. Agree  

  

Undecided  

24  

14  

8  

52  

30  

18  

25  

16  

6  

53  

34  

13  

Total  46  100  47  100  

 Source: author’s field work  

  

The data above reveals that globalization influences marketing strategies at International 

level. Unilever Staff agreed to this with 52%, 30% disagreed while 18% Undecided.  

In addition, PZ Staffs agreed that globalization influences marketing strategies at global 

level with 53% supported, 34% against and 13% Undecided.  

  

Table 4.3 Globalization and marketing strategy achieved good for the country.  

Globalization  Unilever  %  PZ  %  

Agree  

Dis. Agree  

  

Undecided  

26  

20  

-  

57              43  

-  

26  

21  

-  

55  

45  

-  

Total  46  100  47  100  

Source: author’s field work   

The table above shows with slight margin that Globalization and marketing strategies 

have achieved good for the country. 26 Staffs of Unilever agreed, 20 Staffs disagreed 

while 26 staffs of PZ agreed, 21 Staffs disagreed on the opinion of others.  

  

  

Table 4.4 Less Developed Economy benefited from Globalization.  
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Less Develop 

economy  

Unilever  %  PZ  %  

Agree  

Dis. Agree  

  

Undecided  

29  

17  

-  

63  

37  

-  

25  

22  

-  

53  

47  

-  

Total  46  100  47  100  

Source: author’s field work   

  

The response above shows that less developed economy has benefited from 

Globalization with slight margin among the respondents. 29 Staffs of Unilever agreed 

while 17 disagreed. Also, 25 Staffs of PZ agreed while 22 disagreed that less 

developed economy has benefited from Globalization.  

  

Table 4.5 Nigeria Export Match Import.  

Export  

Import  

Unilever  %  PZ  %  

Agree  

Dis. Agree  

Undecided  

-  

42  

4  

-  

91  

9  

-  

45  

2  

-  

96  

4  

Total  46  100  47  100  

Source: author’s field work   

  

The table above shows that Nigeria imports is far more than export of the local 

produce. This shows that there is an imbalance in the terms of trade.  91% of Unilever 

Staffs disagreed while 96% of PZ Staffs also disagreed that Nigeria exportation match 

Nigeria Importation. The respondents believed that Nigeria Exportation is far below 

Importation.  

  

Table 4.6 Globalization help in Development Man-Power  
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Man- Power  Unilever  %  PZ  %  

Agree  

Dis. Agree  

  

Undecided  

23  

15  

8  

50  

33  

17  

23  

14  

10  

49  

30  

21  

Total  46  100  47  100  

Source: author’s field work   

  

Table above shows that Man-power developments is achieved through  

globalization. 50% agreed, 33% disagreed while 17% undecided for Unilever staffs.  

PZ Staffs of 49% agreed that man-power development is achieved through 

globalization, 30% disagreed while 21% are indifferent on the issue.  

  

Table 4.7 Globalization makes foreign goods accessible.  

Foreign  

Goods  

Unilever  %  PZ  %  

Agree  

Dis. Agree  

  

Undecided  

28  

8  

10  

61  

17  

22  

27  

10  

10  

58  

21  

21  

Total  46  100  47  100  

Source: author’s field work   

  

The above table shows that globalization makes foreign goods accessible to other 

Countries because of less cross-border barriers. Unilever Staffs of 61% agreed, 17% 

disagreed while 22% are undecided.   

PZ Staffs of 58% agreed that globalization makes foreign goods accessible to the local 

markets, 21% disagreed while 21% undecided.  
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Table 4.8 Balance in exchange of goods and Services at International Market.  

Exchange of  

Goods  

Unilever  %   PZ   %  

Agree  

Dis. Agree  

  

Undecided  

  

42  

4  

  

91  

9  

   

45  

2  

   

96  

4  

Total  46   100   47  100  

Source: author’s field work   

  

The above response from both Unilever and PZ shows that there is no foreign 

exchange balances all over the world.  

  

Table4.9 Elimination of barrier to Trade is beneficial to developing economy.  

Trade 

Barriers  

Unilever  %  PZ  %  

Agree  

Dis. Agree  

Undecided  

20  

26  

-  

43  

57  

-  

21  

26  

-  

45  

55  

-  

Total  46  100  47  100  

Source: author’s field work   

The above table shows that elimination of trade barrier is not beneficial to developing 

economy. 57% of Unilever Staffs says it is not beneficial, 43% says it is, and PZ Staffs 

of 55% says it is not beneficial, 45% says it is beneficial.  

  

Table 4.10 Common Market between Information Technology.  

Information  

Technology  

Unilever  %  PZ  %  
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Agree  

Dis. Agree  

  

Undecided  

42  

- 4  

91  

- 9  

44  

- 3  

94  

- 6  

Total  46  100  47  100  

Source: author’s field work   

The above table shows that globalization enhances information technology. The two 

companies Staffs agreed to this with nearly everyone of them accepting that 

globalization and Information technology goes in hand.  

  

Table 4.11 Common Market between International Participant and Local Participant.  

Participant  Unilever  %  PZ  %  

Agree  

Dis. Agree  

Undecided  

17  

20  

9  

37  

43  

20  

18  

20  

9  

38  

43  

19  

Total  46  100  47  100  

Source: author’s field work  

  

The data above shows that common market is not favourable to local participant. The 

Staffs of two companies disagreed on common market for International participant 

and local participant.  

  

  

4.2 TEST OF HYPOTHESIS  

After conducting and performing a group sampling questionnaire, and percentile 

explanation, the need for testing and interpreting the hypothesis remain pertinent.  

Test of Hypothesis   

Table 1 and 3 data are to be used for the test of hypothesis 1 Unilever respondents)  

The Research Hypothesis;  

Ho:  Globalization has no positive impact on world resources allocation.  

HA: Globalization has positive impact on world resources allocation.  
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Table 12  

Unilever respondent for Table 1  

S/N  Observed  Expected  o-e  (o-e)2  (o – e)2/e  

1  

2  

3  

4  

12  

25  

26  

20  

  

20.8  

20.8  

20.8  

20.8  

  

-8.8  

4.2  

5.2  

-0.8  

  

77.4  

17.64  

27.04  

0.64  

  

3.7  

0.8  

1.3  

0.03  

  

Total  83        5.83  

 Source: author’s field work   

  

Observed (0) =4 variables  

E = Expected  

Degree of Freedom = n – 1, 4 – 1 = 3  

Level of significance = 5% = 0.05  

Expected mean =  F  

                                   n   

     83  

     4     =20.8           

x2 =  (  - e) 2  

             e  

X2 Cal = 5.83  

X2 Tab = 7.8  

Decision Rule:- since X2 calculated less than X2 tabulated, we reject Alternative 

hypothesis and accept Null hypothesis meaning that globalization has no positive 

impact on World resources allocation .  

  

  

Table 13 PZ respondents for Table 1  
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S/N  O  E  o-e  (o-e)2  (o– e)2/e  

1  

2  

3  

4  

14  

23  

26  

21  

  

21  

21  

21  

21  

  

-7  

2  

5  

0  

  

49  

4  

25  

0  

  

2.3  

0.19  

1.2  

0  

Total  84        5.83  

 Sources: author’s field work  

O = 4  

Expected =   

Degree of Freedom = n-1,4 –1 =3  

Level of significance = 5% =0.05 

Expected Mean = f                      

n  

84  

4    =  21  x2 

=  (o - e) 2 
 

          e  

X2 Cal = 3.7  

X2 Tab = 7.8  

Decision Rule: Since X2 calculated is less than X2 Tabulated, we accept Null hypothesis 

meaning that globalization has no positive impact on world resources allocation.  

Test of Hypothesis 2  

In this second hypothesis, data on table 2, 4 and 11 shall be used  

The research hypothesis  

HO: Marketing strategies at International level do not influence local market.  

HA: Marketing strategies at International level influences local market.  

Table 14  
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Unilever respondent for Table 2,4 & 11  

S/N  Observed   Expected  o-e  (o-e)2  (o – e)2/e  

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

24  

14  

29  

17  

17  

20  

20.2  

20.2  

20.2  

20.2  

20.2  

20.2  

3.8  

-6.2  

8.8  

-3.2  

-3.2  

-0.2  

14.44  

38.44  

77.44  

10.24  

10.24  

0.04  

0.7  

1.9  

3.8  

0.5  

0.5  

0.002  

Total  121        7.4  

Source: author’s field work  

Observed = 6 variables  

Expected = E  

Degree of Freedom = n –1 = 6 – 1 =5  

Level of Significance = 5% = 0.05  

Expected mean = f  
                                                    n  

= 121  

     6   = 20.2  

  

x2 =  (o - e) 2  

            e  

X2 Cal = 7.4  

X2 Tab = 11.07  

  

Decision Rule: Since X2  tabulated is greater than X2 Calculated, we accept Null 

hypothesis meaning that market strategies at International level does not influence 

local market as a result of government protection on local market.  

  

Table 15  

Respondent on Table 2,4 and 11  
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S/N  Observed   Expected  o-e  (o-e)2  (o – e)2/e  

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

25  

16  

25  

22  

18  

20  

21  

21  

21  

21  

21  

21  

4  

-5  

4  

1  

-3  

-1  

16  

25  

16  

1  

9  

1  

0.8  

1.9  

0.8  

0.05  

0.4  

0.05  

Total  126        3.3  

Source: author’s field work   

Observed = 6 variable  

Expected = E  

Degree of Freedom = n-1 = 6 –1 =5  

Level of significance = 5% = 0.05 

Expected Mean = Ef                 

n  

=  126  

      6      = 21  

  

x2 =  (o - e) 2 
 

          e  

X2 Cal = 3.3  

X2 Tab = 11.07  

  

Decision Rule: Since X2 Calcutated is less than X2 Tabulated, we reject alternative 

hypothesis, meaning that marketing strategies at International level does not influence 

local market as a result of government protection of local market.  
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4.3 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS  

  

The results of hypothesis tested shows that the respondents have actually chosen the 

options base on their familiarity with what is obtainable globally.  

The first test of hypothesis shows that Globalization has no positive impact on world 

resources allocation. This is the manifestation of Unilever Nigeria Plc staffs tested. On 

the other hand, PZ Nigeria staffs supported their counterpart in Unilever submitting that 

Globalization has no positive impact on world resources allocation. It shows that 

globalization is meant to achieve advantage for the develop economy who has human 

and technological impact to turn local resources to their benefit and able to access the 

local market of developing nation by elimination of barrier to trade. Secondly, it shows 

that marketing strategies at International level does not influence local market or product 

but to dominate the, market and frustrate the local firms out to the market. Both Unilever 

staffs and PZ staffs accepted that all these marketing strategies are put in place to access 

the local market and frustrate the existing product out of the market.  

However, the percentile analysis also shows that globalization and technology, and man-

power development.  

In addition, it also shows that barrier to trade should not be eliminated in order to safe 

guard the local industries.    
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CHAPTER FIVE  

  

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMNDATION  

5.0 SUMMARY  

The main focus of this section is the precise explanation of the entire work and the 

highlights.  Chapter one is the introductory part that gives a direction to other chapters 

with the contents that give easy ride and better explanation of what the research work is 

all about and what is expected from the work.  Second chapter critically review the 

existing materials on the subject matter i.e. effect of Globalization on marketing 

strategies. This actually put more light into what the content and context of the topic 

been investigated is all about.  Chapter 3 expresses the population for sampling, which 

was Unilever Nigeria Plc and PZ Nigeria Plc, and how such sample would be 

statistically analysed.  It also explains the method of analysis and also spelt out 

hypothesis for test.  Fourth chapter is the data analysis part of the work and it indicated 

the views of the tested population, which are Unilever Nigeria and PZ Nigeria Plc, and 

discusses the results of the sampling population.  

However,The current consensus is that trade, development, and pattern to enter local 

market is linked. Sustained strong growth over longer periods is strongly associated with 

ability to have a stable market both locally and internationally. Countries that develop 

invariably increase their integration with the global economy, while exportled growth 

has been a key part of many countries’ successful development strategies, integrating 

into foreign market is a greater success to another.  

5.1 FINDINGS  

One of the most common frustrations for the architects of Globalization is the apparent 

slowness of the policy to achieve it aims and objectives within the mist of developing 

Economy.  

Therefore there is need to integrate and make the world a global village in practice as 

proposed.  
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This sub-section deals with various observations seen in the cause of this research. A 

lot of texts, magazines, journals, were reviewed and from which these observations 

were made:  

I. That despite the theoretical analysis of globalization few countries are getting 

richer while some are getting poorer.  

II. That globalization has defused culture of many less develop in favour of 

develop economy.  

III. That globalization makes easy access of foreign product but at the expense of 

local product of such nation.  

IV. Also that technology improved as world gets more globalized.  

V. That trend of International market gets improved despite it negative effects on 

developing economies.  

VI. Globalization makes man-power development a success, because experts are 

exchanged by various countries.  

VII. That all the marketing strategies at global level are meant to achieve a larger 

share of the world  market to develop economy.  

VIII. That developing economy can get raw materials at cheap price.  

IX. That Globalization changes political, socio-economic view of developing 

countries.  

X. That Globalization led to collapse of USSR.  

  

5.2 CONCLUSION  

Globalization poses grave risks, including the marginalization of section of the globe. 

However, it presents greater opportunities than ever before in human history to improve 

welfare and leap-frogging.  

It is easier to say that globalization of marketing strategy has several directions, from 

production and marketing, international financial movements, technology explosion, to 

cultural fusion. Today there are uncountable trans-border companies and NGOs.  

Its impact on global production and wealth creation has been unprecedented, with 

incomes increasing over the years in the advanced and newly industrialized countries 

over the last three decades.  
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Though, it’s impact however, has been uneven with half of the world experiencing 

limited material benefits and significant negative fallouts.  

Most developing nations or regions are experiencing increasing poverty. These set 

economies have the lowest teledensity and technology driven production, marketing and 

educational systems.  

Yet, globalization is still marching on and being driven by rationalist knowledge. In 

addition, Globalization though good theoretically but meant to achieve global control of 

resources by Triad (North Americans, Europe Giant and Japan).  

Globalization is a dual-purpose sword. It slashes the throat of the weak; it further 

strengthens the hand of strong. It is a product of human processes, and advantage 

belongs to those with the most resourceful human resources.  

  

5.3 RECOMMENDATIONS  

As multinationals/developed nations intensify effort in making sure they have successful 

entrance into international market so as to achieve more market and sustainable 

profitability for the organisation, this should go beyond the use of marketing strategies 

that favour few and disfavour many. Hence, the following recommendations are made 

based on the findings.  

1. Globalization of strategies should be seen as important mechanism for economic, 

political, and social growth to all nations.  

2. Globalization should be felt as stated by the initiator not as exploitative means.  

3. Technological awareness should be entrenched in developing   economy.  

4. There should be market accessibility to all nations.  

5. Barrier to trade and other measures should be allowed to exist in every developing 

economy in other to protect the local industries.   

6. Globalization instruments should be used to achieve manpower development.  

7. Though globalization encourages quality product, such should be injected into 

developing economy.  

8. Multinational firms should harness developing economy resources.   
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QUESTIONNAIRE  

  

EFFECT OF GLOBALIZATION ON MARKETING STRATEGY A 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF UNILEVER NIGERIA AND PZ NIGERIA PLC.  

   

Dear Respondent,  

I am a postgraduate student of Lagos State University, Ojo. I am carrying out a research 

work on the above topic so as to know and investigate the opinion of staffs of the above 

multinational companies in Nigeria.  

The response gathered shall be kept in close confidante and shall be used only for the 

purpose of this study.   

Your cooperation in this regard is well appreciated  

  

Yours truly,  

Otsupius, I. Anthonia LASU, 

Ojo.   
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Section A:    Please tick appropriately  

  

1. Sex: (a) Male [  ] (b) Female [  ]   

2. Age: (a) under 30 years [  ] (b) 31 – 40 years[  ] (c) 41 – 50years [  ]   

              (d) 51 – 60 years [  ]  

3. Educational Qualification:  

(a) S.S.C.E [  ] (b) NCE/O.N.D [  ] (c) H.N.D/B.SC [  ] (d) OTHERS [  ]  

4. Marital Status:  

(a) Single [  ] (b) Married [  ] (c) Divorce [  ] (d) Widow [  ]  

5. Work Experience:  

(a) Below 5years [  ] (b) 5 – 10years [  ] (c) 11 – 15years [  ] (d) 16 – 20 years [   

]  

(e) Above 20 years [  ]  

6. Place of Work: -------------------------------------  

  

SECTION B  

7. Do you think Globalization makes equitable distribution of world resource?  

(a) Agree            [  ]  

(b) Dis-agree       [  ]  

(c) Undecided      [  ]  

8. Would you say Globalization influences marketing strategies at global level?  

(a) Agree            [  ]  

(b) Disagree        [  ]  

(c) Indifference   [  ]  

9. Do you believe that Globalization and marketing has meant or achieve good for the 

country?  

(a) Agree         [   ]  

(b) Dis-agree    [   ]  

(c) Undecided   [   ]  

10. would you say less develop economy has benefited from Globalisation?  

(a) Agree      [  ]  
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(b) Dis agree [  ]  

(c) undecided[  ]  

11. Would you say Nigeria export match import?  

(a) Agree          [  ]  

(b) Disagree      [  ]  

(c) Indifference [  ]  

12. Would you say globalization helps in development of man-power?  

(a) Agree         [  ]  

(b) Dis-agree   [  ]  

(c) Undecided  [  ]  

13. Do you think globalization makes foreign goods cheaper and  accessible?  

(a) Agree              [  ]  

(b) Disagree          [  ]  

(c) Indifference     [  ]  

14. Would you say there is balance in exchange of goods and services at international 

marketing?  

(a) Yes         [  ]  

(b) No           [  ]  

(c) Not sure   [  ]  

15. Do you think elimination of barrier to trade is beneficial to developing economies?  

(a) Yes       [  ]   

(b) No         [  ]  

(c) Not sure [  ]  

16. Would you say globalization enhances information technology?  

(a) Agree          [  ]  

(b) dis-agree      [  ]  
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(c) Undecided     [  ]  

17. Do you believe that common market between international participant and local 

firms is beneficial?  

(a) Yes        [  ]  

(b) No           [  ]  

(c) Not sure  [  ]  

18. What type of global marketing strategy does your organisation collaborate with to 

achieve strategy implementation?  

(a) joint venture                       [  ]  

(b) Co-owned joint venture        [  ]  

(c) Majority joint venture           [  ]  

(d) Wholly owned subsidiary      [  ]   

(e) Licensing agreements            [  ]  

(f) Agent contracts.                    [  ]  

(g) Export,                                  [  ]  

(h) Employment of foreign sales representatives    [  ]   

(i) Ownership (or leasing) of a foreign sales office  [  ]  
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